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WHITE PAPER

THE FIATT TOKEN
The Fiatt (FIATT) token functions unlike any other ICO and any other cryptocurrency.
FIATT is an ERC20 Token and is backed by not only the blockchain but also through
fiat currencies. There will only ever be 100 Billion Tokens. $0.25 USD is taken from
every token sold and placed into an Investment Fund. Thus, each token cannot lose
more than ~50% (less for Private Sale, Pre Sale, and Team Sale) of its value. The funds
in the Investment Fund are then strategically timed and reinvested into the crypto
market, raising the value of each token. Though FIATT will accept payments of Bitcoin
and Ethereum, all currencies will be converted into USD when entering the Investment
Fund. When the funds in the Investment Fund are being invested back into the market,
they will changed from USD to other cryptocurrencies.
View Figure 1 (Below).
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CURRENT ISSUES OF INVESTING CRYPTO CURRENCIES
-

Extreme volatility.

-

Currencies are not backed by fiat currency, ore, oil, etc.
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-

Scams, schemes, fraud, etc.

-

Possible legal issues.

-

Have no or little experience in trading currencies.

-

Have no or little mentors, teachers, etc.

-

Have no automated software.

FIATT TOKEN
-

FIATT’s Investment Fund Team are professionals with years of experience in
trading crypto

-

Each token is backed by ~50% of fiat currency

-

FIATT’s Investment Fund Team will only invest on popular exchange platforms,
eliminating all fraud, scams, etc. As well as, any and all legal issues.

-

FIATT’s Investment Fund Team has the experience necessary for trading
currencies, meaning you wont have to learn how to trade currencies or learn from
teachers or mentors. We take care of all of this.

-

FIATT implement an automated software, so the value of the Investment Fund is
always increasing.

HOW FIAT WORKS
View figure 2.
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ICO
Creating such a system as FIATT requires skilled individuals (Investment Fund Team),
time, and comes with a cost. The ICO will cover for all three of these areas. Token sales
will have values as follows:
-

Private Sale: $0.30 per token USD.
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a. $0.25 USD goes to the Investment Fund
b. Starts 16 OCT 2018- Ends 24 DEC 2018
-

Pre-Sale: $0.40 per token USD.
a. $0.25 USD per token goes to the Investment Fund
b. Starts 25 DEC 2018- Ends 16 FEB 2019

-

Public Sale: $0.50 per token USD (Price rises with Investment Fund).
a. $0.25 USD per token goes to the Investment Fund
b. Starts 17 FEB 2019- Ongoing

-

Team Sale: $0.040 per Token USD
a. $0.15 USD per token goes to the Investment Fund
b. Starts 17 FEB 2019- Ongoing

SOFT, FINAL AND HARD CAPS
The Soft Cap of the FIATT Private Sale is $3 Million. The Hard Cap is $45 Million. The
Team Cap is $60 Million. Due to the nature of FIATT there will be major monitoring and
strict regulations on users who access the FIATT platform or who can buy FIATT.

LEGAL
Because FIATT is a U.S. based token and platform, FIATT will conform to any and all
laws, regulations and any form of legal restrictions regarding cryptocurrency, fiat
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currency, securities and the like (please read “Terms of Service” and “Privacy Policy”).
Additionally, certain legal documents and possible foreign legal agreements may need
clearance with the United States of America.

FIATT in everyday life
One will simply download or use their own ERC20 Ethereum wallet app. Users can then
send and receive FIATT freely between one another.

*Note: FIATT does not necessitate or require direct mining in any shape or form, other
than through the Ethereum market to mine transactions.*

**IMPORTANT: FIATT Token itself will not be traded on any platform until all Tokens
have been purchased.**
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Imagine a currency that brings all the benefits of the blockchain without the extreme
volatility of the market? This is where FIATT comes in. Here’s how it works: One will
simply deposit a certain amount of fiat currency into our encrypted vault. They are then
given the correlating amount of the FIATT coin in return. Because each coin is backed
by roughly 1 US dollar each token will have that assigned value. In a system like FIATT
one will never lose their money due to the assigned basal value. Now, there will only
ever 205 Trillion coin, making the value of the coin continuosly rising. In addition, coins
will no longer have to be split on a frequent basis, as with Bitcoin. Invest in FIATT, the
worlds first fiat backed coin.

